SPECIAL SAVINGS ON SAFETY VEST CLOSEOUTS!

Safety Vest CLOSEOUTS at Giveaway Pricing!

Offers Good While Supplies Last!

Part# 16332-139 ANSI CLASS 2

NOW $2.95

Sizes & Quantities Available:
- M - 33, 2XL - 59, 3XL - 775, 4XL - 15

Part# 16301-1 HEAVY WEIGHT SAFETY VEST

NOW $.99

Sizes & Quantities Available:
- XL - 183

Part# 16300-138-1000 SOFT MESH VEST

NOW $1.50

Sizes & Quantities Available:
- One Size Fits Most - 3,896

Part# 16327 ANSI CLASS 2 LIME SOLID VEST

NOW $2.45

Sizes & Quantities Available:
- 2XL - 775, 3XL - 425, 4XL - 100

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-523-0888

OFFERS GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST! $100 MINIMUM ORDER REQUIRED
**SPECIAL SAVINGS ON PREVIOUS YEARS STYLES**

**50% OFF Distributor Pricing!**

---

**Part# 16362**  
ANSI 2004 MESH CLASS 3 VEST  
New ANSI Standard Class 3 with sleeves, made from 3.4 oz. durable, extra breathable high visibility orange material with 2" silver reflective stripes. Full velcro closure.  
**$2.95**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
M - 188, L - 76, 2XL - 218, 3XL - 61, 4XL - 124

---

**Part# 16363**  
ANSI 2004 CLASS 3 SOLID VEST  
New ANSI Standard Class 3 with sleeves, made from 3.65 oz. breathable, extra durable high visibility lime material with 2” silver reflective stripes. Full velcro closure.  
**$3.95**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
2XL - 25, 4XL - 8

---

**Part# 16300-138-1375**  
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST  
1-3/8” Lime/Yellow Reflective  
**$1.50**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
One Size Fits Most - 600

---

**Part# 16300-138-1000**  
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST  
1” Lime/Yellow Reflective  
**$1.50**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
One Size Fits Most - 3,896

---

**Part# 16300-23**  
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST  
• 1” White Reflective  
**$1.45**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
L - 150

---

**Part# 16301-1**  
HEAVY WEIGHT SAFETY VEST-PLAIN  
**$.99**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
XL - 183

---

**Part# 16304-10-1000**  
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST  
• 1” White Reflective  
**$1.45**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
L - 150

---

**Part# 16300-23**  
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST  
• 1” Lime/Yellow Reflective  
• “X” Pattern Reflective on Back  
**$1.45**  

Sizes & Quantities Available:  
XL - 650

---

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-523-0888
Part# 16309-45
ANSI CLASS 1 SOLID ORANGE SURVEYOR VEST
• 1-3/8” high gloss lime/yellow reflective tape on front and back
• 3.65 oz breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility material • Contrasting black trim all around
• Multiple pockets • Zipper closure
$2.25

Sizes & Quantities Available:
XL - 75, 3XL - 14, 4XL - 90

Part# 16310-210
ANSI CLASS 2 MESH BACK LIME SURVEYOR VEST
Same as 16342 in lime with 1-3/8” high gloss white reflective tape on front and back.
$2.65

Sizes & Quantities Available:
2XL - 200

Part# 16342
ANSI CLASS 2 MESH BACK ORANGE SURVEYOR VEST
• 1-3/8” high gloss lime/yellow reflective tape on front and back
• 3.65 oz breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility material on front with mesh back for added comfort
• Contrasting black trim all around • Multiple pockets • Zipper closure
$2.65

Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 130

Part# 16309-245
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID ORANGE SURVEYOR VEST
Same as 16342 with 3.65 oz breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility orange material.
$2.65

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 84, XL - 223, 2XL - 19
Part# 16341
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID LIME TEARAWAY
Same as 16339 with 3.65 oz. breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility lime material.
$2.45
Sizes & Quantities Available:
XL - 4, 2XL - 5, 3XL - 4, 4XL - 16

Part# 16327
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID LIME VEST
• High Visibility Trim all around
• Full Velcro Front Closure
$2.45
Sizes & Quantities Available:
2XL - 775, 3XL - 425, 4XL - 100

Part# 16326
ANSI CLASS 1 SOLID LIME VEST
• 3.65 oz breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility lime material
• Matching high visibility trim all around
• 1-3/8" high gloss white reflective tape on front and back
• Full velcro front closure
$1.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
3XL - 20

Part# 16321-38
LIME HI-VIS SURVEST
This cloth polyester blend surveyor vest is loaded with features including multiple pockets and a front zipper closure. With 2 vertical stripes and an added horizontal stripe around the bottom for 360° visibility
$1.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 229, XL - 204, 2XL - 164, 3XL - 85, 4XL - 51

Part# 16310-4553
LIME HI-VIS MESH BACK SURVEST
Same vest as above but with a mesh back
$1.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 50, L - 200, 2XL - 30, 3XL - 400

Part# 16332-139
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID LIME VEST
• High Visibility Trim all around
• Full Velcro Front Closure
$2.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 33, 2XL - 59, 3XL - 775, 4XL - 15

Part# 16332-45
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID ORANGE VEST
• Same as above in Orange
$2.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
2XL - 13
INcredible Values -
Until They’re Gone!

Part# 16335
ANSI CLASS 2 ORANGE MESH VEST
• 3.4 oz durable, extra breathable 100% knit polyester mesh high visibility orange material
• Matching high visibility trim all around
• 2” high gloss lime/yellow reflective tape on front and back
• Full velcro front closure
$1.95

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 125, XL - 50

Part# 16346
ANSI CLASS 2 LEVEL 3 ORANGE MESH VEST
• 3.4 oz durable, extra breathable 100% knit polyester mesh high visibility orange material
• Matching high visibility trim all around
• 2” high gloss lime/yellow reflective tape on front and back
• Full velcro front closure
$1.95

Sizes & Quantities Available:
S - 14, 2XL - 25

Part# 16347
ANSI CLASS 2 LEVEL 3 LIME MESH VEST
Same vest as above in lime
$1.95

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 73

Part# 16307-138
FITTED HIGHWAY VEST
• Fitted vest with sewn in elastic in back and closed sides for perfect fit
• Soft mesh orange
• 1-3/8” Lime/Yellow Reflective
$1.45

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 50, XL - 425, 2XL - 200

Part# 16361
ANSI CLASS 3 SOLID VEST
New ANSI Standard Class 3 with sleeves, featuring 2” silver reflective stripes, made from 3.65 oz. breathable, extra durable high visibility orange material. Full velcro closure
$3.75

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 50, 2XL - 70, 4XL - 50

OFFers Good While Supplies Last! $100 Minimum order Required
Quality Safety Vests

Part# 16301-1
HEAVY WEIGHT SAFETY VEST
Hook and Loop Closure • PVC Coated Mesh Fabric • Orange $1.25
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 183

Part# 16300-1
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST
Hook and Loop Closure • Poly Mesh Fabric • Orange $1.25
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 4,165

Part# 16301-138-1375
HEAVY WEIGHT SAFETY VEST
Hook and Loop Closure • PVC Coated Mesh Fabric • HG 1-3/8" Lime Reflective • Orange $1.45
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 351

Part# 16300-53-1000
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST
Hook and Loop Closure • Poly Mesh Fabric • 1" Silver Reflective • Lime $1.45
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 133

Part# 16373
ANSI CLASS 2 ORANGE MESH VEST
• 2" silver reflective stripes
• 3.4 oz. made from durable, extra breathable high visibility orange material
• Full hook and loop closure
$4.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 15, L - 911, XL - 686, 2XL - 605, 3XL - 164, 4XL - 417

Part# 16375
ANSI CLASS 2 LIME MESH VEST
• 2" silver reflective stripes
• 3.4 oz. made from durable, extra breathable high visibility lime material
• Full hook and loop closure
$4.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 15, L - 911, XL - 686, 2XL - 605, 3XL - 164, 4XL - 417

Part# 16304-1
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST
Hook and Loop Closure • Poly Mesh Fabric • Lime $1.25
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 405

Part# 16300-53-1000
SOFT MESH SAFETY VEST
Hook and Loop Closure • Poly Mesh Fabric • 1" Silver Reflective • Orange $1.45
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 1,479

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-523-0888
Part# 16372
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID ORANGE VEST
• 2” silver reflective stripes on front and back
• 3.65 oz breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility orange material
• Matching high visibility trim all around
• Full hook and loop front closure
$2.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 444, XL - 1,644, 2XL - 441

Part# 16309-138
ORANGE HI-VIS SURVEST
This cloth polyester blend surveyor vest is loaded with features including 9 various pockets and a front zipper closure. With 2 vertical stripes and an added horizontal stripe around the bottom for 360° visibility.
$2.45
Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 193, XL - 618, 2XL - 276, 3XL - 528, 4XL - 78

Part# 16376
ANSI CLASS 2 MESH
• 3.4 oz. durable, extra breathable high visibility ANSI material
• 1 outside pocket, 1 inside pocket
• Zipper closure
• 4” orange/silver/orange reflective tape on front and back
$6.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
S-M - 0, L-XL - 429, 2XL-3XL - 2,149, 4XL-5XL - 353

Part# 16301-54-2000
TRANSIT AUTHORITY CONTRACTOR VEST
Our highly visible vinyl coated nylon includes a 300 CD reflective silver binding all the way around and 2” LSL 500 CD reflective vertical stripes with a clear plastic ID pocket as well.
$4.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
One Size Fits Most - 1239

Part# 16374
ANSI CLASS 2 SOLID LIME VEST
• 2” silver reflective stripes on front and back
• 3.65 oz breathable, extra durable 100% knit polyester high visibility orange material
• Matching high visibility trim all around
• Full hook and loop front closure
$2.95
Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 13, L - 544, XL - 605, 2XL - 349, 3XL - 435, 4XL - 154

OFFERS GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST! $100 MINIMUM ORDER REQUIRED
Special Pricing on NEW ANSI** T-Shirts!

Part# 16355-0
ANSI CLASS 2
LIME SOLID T-SHIRT
- ANSI Solid Polyester with Hydrowick™ technology
- 2" Silver Reflective Stripes
- Chest pocket
- Lime

Regular Price: $12.95
Promo Price$8.97
add $2 for 3X, 4X sizes

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 134, XL - 258, 2XL - 431,
3XL - 63, 4XL - 447

Part# 16355-2
ANSI CLASS 2
LIME MESH T-SHIRT
- ANSI Birdseye Mesh Material
- 2" Silver Reflective Stripes
- Chest pocket
- Lime

Regular Price: $12.95
Promo Price$8.97
add $2 for 3X, 4X sizes

Sizes & Quantities Available:
L - 564, XL - 756, 2XL - 784,
3XL - 170, 4XL - 48

Part# 16357-1
ANSI CLASS 2
ORANGE MESH T-SHIRT
- ANSI Birdseye Mesh Material
- 2" Silver Reflective Stripes
- Chest pocket
- Orange

Regular Price: $12.95
Promo Price$8.97
add $2 for 3X, 4X sizes

Sizes & Quantities Available:
M - 94, L - 428, XL - 606,
2XL - 792, 3XL - 170, 4XL - 48

The newest safety wear brand that is putting style, value, and quality into personal protection.

WE DO LOGOS!
Your custom letter/logo available screen printed on Shirts & Vests.

All products feature new retail packaging.

Mutual Industries
707 W. Grange St.
Philadelphia, PA 19120
Tel: 215-927-6000 or 800-523-0888
Fax: 215-927-3388
mutualindustries.com